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gom inspect professional provides a wide variety of data analysis functions to create reports that are easily
accessible and consistent. using these reports, users can easily check and quantify results and see the

influence of an individual factor. this feature provides a straightforward approach to reduce costs by quickly
identifying and eliminating problems. gom inspect professional is a fast and reliable inspection solution. in

addition to the standard functions, gom inspect professional allows for detailed data analysis. these
functions provide a complete overview of the measurement process and are also used to determine

possible problems or issues during a production process. gom inspect professional enables the user to
process a wide variety of data with a powerful data analysis tool. this makes it possible to carry out a

variety of analyses and quickly determine the cause of the problem. gom inspect professional provides a
fast, efficient and reliable solution that is used to improve overall quality. gom inspect professional offers a
wide variety of functions and a flexible architecture. this means that, depending on the individual task, the

correct tool can be selected. the workflows provided by gom inspect professional offer significant
advantages compared to traditional solutions. this allows the user to optimize their data analysis and to

quickly and reliably detect and eliminate potential errors. gom inspect professional helps to quickly detect
and eliminate potential errors with the help of an intuitive workflow. ct inspection, laser inspection and
point cloud inspection3d models can be evaluated in a single click by comparing two scans or multiple

scans. these models can also be saved for later evaluation.
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the gom inspect suite 2020 also
offers system-independent
evaluation software for 3d

measuring data generated by
fringe projection scanners, laser
scanners, coordinate measuring
machines and other measuring
machines. users can work with

polygon meshes, inspect
measuring data and produce

reports as easily and efficiently
as ever. paid modules like gom

inspect professional support
parametric inspection and

simplify the entire measurement
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workflow through templates for
measuring procedures and

inspection reports (smart teach
functions). free gom inspect: full

gd&t analysis functions are
available. trend, spc and

deformation analysistrend
analysis helps monitor

manufacturing and production
trends to detect and prevent
possible issues. this feature

examines and reports the change
in shape and morphing of
geometry. these essential

software tools are utilized to
better understand manufacturing
processes for a faster root cause

analysis. with the softwares
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parametric inspection
functionality these features can
be applied to multiple data sets.

this allows for full-field evaluation
of several parts or stages within

a single project and offers
functionalities for determining

statistical anaysis values such as
cp, cpk, pp, ppk, min, max avg

and sigma. the technique allows
continuous measurement in real
time, from start to end of a scan,

without using predefined
measuring plans and on

measured, unstructured parts. it
provides meaningful inspection

results: deviations, defect types,
scanning conditions, and other
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relevant data. it is the ideal
solution for the traceability of the
whole process from creation to

final results. from one
measurement to the next, each
element is traced back to the

origin. the inspection parameters
and the pre-selection of
measurement points are

traceable and documented by
the scan. 5ec8ef588b
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